
Tailor made Milano Bedding for contract and unique residences

Milano Bedding, for almost 25 years, with the comfort and design of its sofas, sofa beds and beds, has
offered concrete solutions to specific needs. The collaboration with architects and interior designers
over time has become increasingly close, to create unique and tailor-made projects.
Both in the residential, where customization mainly involves the covers, and in the contract, where the
needs can be the most different, the company offers all its know-how for specific project
management. 
Milano Bedding has an organization suitable for all levels of complexity, from special furnishings to
interior fit-outs of hotels, aparthotels, hospitals and cruise ships.

This is the case of the completely tailor made project created for the Kongress Hotel Davos Platz in
Switzerland and designed by the architect Alexander Wilhelm. Here, for the restyling of the rooms, the
Haiti bed has been specially integrated with a customized headboard; in addition, a special ottoman has
been made to design.

The custom made headboard for the Haiti bed, featuring a vertical striped quilting, was covered in
taupe color imitation leather, in harmony with the design and the warm and soft colors of the rooms.
According to the needs of the different rooms, the headboard was designed to measure, becoming very
scenic in the version that extends from the bed, covering and decorating the entire wall: from the floor
and up to 54 cm in width, making the environment immediately unique and recognizable. Same style
but smaller dimensions for the other two versions, one that embraces the bed and bedside tables and
the other behind the pillows.
To complete the furnishings, Milano Bedding has created a coordinated rectangular ottoman with
rounded corners, in several dimensions to adapt to the space.

As declares Roberto de Lorenzo, owner of the company: «uniqueness is becoming a rule of
contemporary living. Customers and designers express a remarkable appreciation for our ability to
customize. Our company organization and a totally made in Italy production allow us to face every need
in a tailored way».
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